
Notes 2/19/20 
Large group Artist meeting 
KT, Lane, Mandy, Joel Bonner, Nick Carswell, Oliver Hall, Kaitlin Stanley 
 
Notes for artists: 
Mandy from Alex:  get those invoices in! 
Lane:  if you’ve got dates, get them to us!  We’ll put them into a calendar -- to share with the 
public, with other artists, etc -- perhaps avoid overlap.  ELNA Yart Sale Saturday March 28th -- 
outreach opportunity.  
Mandy:  think about the wrapping-up of your project.  What does a successfully complete project 
look like? We will want to include your insight into our final report.  The contract is vague -- 
budget, community engagement, etc.  Project’s final thoughts could be in the form of a reflective 
essay -- just a couple of paragraphs -- or in the form of an exit interview.  Anything that is 
valuable to posterity. Final “report” will be due by beginning of June.  Mandy will find a firm date 
asap.  
 
Propagating Place 
Build Days in April and May -- at hobbs park, bring your own tools (shovels, gloves), blueprints 
for building, put in limestone borders, mulch, plants at the final, etc 
10am, open to the public  
May 10th  
April 24th  
April 17th  
Final Friday in May party at the site, mona’s projections before 
See project’s Instagram for details 
Working on a website as a final report 
Has some needs to share with neighbors, Kaitlin will send a paragraph to Lane 

Limestone borders -- mason scraps -- KT suggests Karl Ramberg, Peter Szabo, Keith 
Middlemas 

Artifacts to drop into the garden 
wood scraps to build final sign -- Lane has tons of building materials that Kaitlin can have 

Kaitlin has does outreach to local youth through Full Circle at housing and New York garden 
club -- science and history, art, construction and more as subjects for kids learning element for 
the project 
 
Nick Carswell 
May Final Friday event tbd 
Nick is doing interviews, Joel is doing field recordings 
Nick interviewed KT, Brenda, more to come 
Joel has done recordings of the block of New York School, plans for more 
Nick has a phone number, to leave a message with your story.  Still working out details, but will 
be available soon.  Maybe by end of week this week.  
What parts can be made interactive?  Exciting possibilities!  Sound board of east side sounds?  



 
Langston Hughes Community Library 
Black history musical coming up 2/23 
Jayhawkers film on 2/27 
Gofundme going great! Over $3,000 
Sebelius Painting sold for $5,000 
$90,000 heritage grant -- really great momentum for St Luke repairs and preservation 
Community art show coming up in March -- date tbd 
Dexter Gordon, jazz legend -- wife coming to speak in March, date tbd 
Stephen Johnson donated some photographs from his 9th St Rhythms for the library room 
 


